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Fast Search Tools
The Sierra SAS verification system provides extensive traffic metrics and statistics to help locate and identify protocol 
issues. Traffic Summary reports are hyperlinked to the actual trace events.  Navigation in the spreadsheet view is easy 
with Quick-Find. Click on any field and Quick-Find populates the search window with the highlighted string allowing easy 
navigation forward or backward. Add Boolean operators to find lower or higher values.  The Quick Filter uses the same easy 
mechanism to hide redundant fields.  Markers can be added, searched and displayed as tooltips. 

Specifications

Host Machine Minimum 
Requirements

Microsoft Windows® 10, Windows 8.1, or Windows 7; 2 GB of RAM; Storage with at least 
2GB of free space for the installation of the software and additional space for recorded data; 
display with resolution of at least 1024x768 with at least 16-bit color depth; USB 2.0 port 
and/or 100/1000baseT Ethernet; For optimal performance, please refer to our recommended 
configuration in the product documentation.

Recording Memory Size                       32 GB, 64 GB or 128 GB

No. of Ports Supported           Up to 4 ports

Data Rates Supported      24 Gb/s, 12 Gb/s 6 Gb/s, 3 Gb/s

Cascadable Up to 32 ports

Host Interface                          USB 2.0, USB 3.0, 10/100/1000baseT Ethernet

Data Bus Connectors                   External Mini-SAS HD ports with support for Active copper /optical cables

Front Panel Connectors
Mini-SAS HD Initiator and Target (up to 4 ports), External Trigger IN/OUT, USB 3.0 & 
10/100/1000 Ethernet Host Interface

Front Panel Indicators
5 LEDs (Trigger, Error, Link, Speed, Frame/OOB) for each of 4 Initiators and Targets; Status 
LCD; Power

Rear Panel Connectors AC Power, Power Port, CATC Sync (DB9)

Dimensions Metal Chassis:  392 x 89 x 372; With Bumpers 418 x 98 x 375 mm (16.5” x 14.75” x 3.8”)

Weight  3.6 Kg (8.5 lbs)

Power Requirements 90-254 VAC, 47-63 Hz universal input, 400W maximum

Ordering Information
Product Description         Product Code
Sierra T244 SAS 4.0 Protocol Analysis Platform, 128GB Memory, 4-Port Bundle  SAS-T024-1284-B
Sierra T244 SAS 4.0 Protocol Analysis Platform, 64GB Memory, 4-Port Bundle   SAS-T024-644-B
Sierra T244 SAS 4.0 Protocol Analysis Platform, 32GB Memory, 4-Port Bundle   SAS-T024-324-B

Sierra™ T244
SAS 4.0 Protocol  
Analyzer System

Key Features

T.A.P.4™ Linear signal probing 
technology  

Auto-speed detection 

Intelligent triggering 

Hardware filtering 

Error detection 

SAS & SATA decoding  

Logical and chronological 
displays 

Up to 128GB Recording Memory 

Statistical reporting 

Cascading up to 32 ports 

USB 3.0 and Gigabit Ethernet 
host interfaces 

Optical, active, and passive 
copper cable supported 

Dynamic memory allocation

Flexible Hardware
The Sierra T244 features custom 
probe technology known as T.A.P.4™  
(Transparent Acquisition Probing) 
which has been field-proven in 
Teledyne LeCroy’s 32Gb/s Fibre 
Channel and PCIe 4.0 analyzer 
platforms. Leveraging this cutting-
edge analog front end, the T244 
provides a robust analysis platform 
well suited for both silicon bring-up, 
as well as multi-vendor interoperability 
testing. The T.A.P.4 probe design sets 
the standard for recording accuracy 
by seamlessly capturing and analyzing 
power-on handshaking and speed 
negotiation, including 24 Gb/s link 
training coefficients without affecting 
the dynamic equalization process. 

The Sierra chassis supports a 
convenient design for stacking or 
racking multiple units and still provide 
access to all data and control ports.  

Suitable for either bench-top or 
storage rack environments, the Sierra 
includes support for both USB 3.0 and 
Gigabit Ethernet host connections. 
Combining SuperSpeed upload with 
the convenience of USB plug-and-play 
connectivity can save hours of time 
over the life of the equipment. With 
the Ethernet port, the Sierra is fully 
addressable over the network with 
built-in utilities that display the current 
user, the IP Address and status. LEDs 
provide information on negotiated link 
speed, protocol error detection, link 
state, and whether OOB or data traffic 
is active. Memory configurations - 
from 32GB to 128GB -can address 
long recording times. A built-in port 
provides DC power for target devices 
to conveniently supply SSDs or HDDs 
with 12v or 5v power.  The rear panel 
also provides a sync-port capable of 
synchronizing trace captures from 
multiple analyzers.

Designed for SAS 4.0 (24 Gb/s) standard, the Sierra T244 provides 
the most accurate capture, display and analysis of the next generation 
SAS protocol.  Featuring the industry’s highest-fidelity probe design, 
the Sierra T244 seamlessly locks on 24G signaling without distorting 
the dynamic link training sequence. For comprehensive testing and 
verification of components, backplanes and subsystems, the Sierra 
platform delivers true end-to-end visibility to help ensure SAS 4.0 
performance and reliability.



Expert Analysis Software
Seamlessly integrated with 
Teledyne LeCroy’s expert analysis 
software, the Sierra platform 
overcomes the struggles of legacy 
debug tools with a revamped 
graphical interface featuring easy 
to understand displays of protocol 
traffic.  

For viewing commands and 
frames in sequential order, the 
Spreadsheet View provides a 
traditional table format that 
can be customized to add any 
field in a separate column. The 
exchange level assembles frames and primitives into the logical SCSI command, data, and status transactions. This is 
critical for wide-port traces where large gaps can occur between command and status.   Full decoding of SMP Discovery 

request/response transactions makes it 
easy to troubleshoot scale-out storage 
applications. 

Use the Frame Inspector to view primitives 
or drill-down on the 150-bit SPL packet 
structures including headers, payloads, 
scrambled and unscrambled symbols. 
The field view provides unprecedented 
decoding of Protocol-specific decoding, 

including the full CDB as well as SCSI 
sense data and ASC qualifiers to 
streamline troubleshooting. All of the 
expert analysis views can be used 
simultaneously and are automatically 
synchronized / displayed within 
one application.  Any combination 
of display and filter options can be 
configured as the default view making 
it faster to interpret captured traffic. 

Pinpoint Triggering
The Sierra provides hardware 
triggering to pinpoint protocol 
events of interest. Trigger 
events can be specified at 
the lowest levels including 
error conditions, bus states, 
primitives (NAK, HOLD, RIP, 
etc..) header fields (packet 

type, LBA, etc…), or SCSI parameters (CDB, Tag, etc…).  The Advanced mode 
offers 24 sequential states, 4 independent timers, multiple counters, the 
ability to pre-filter at each state, and the ability to assign individual triggers 
to each port pair. Users can define sophisticated sequential event trigger 
scenarios including more complex events such as timing violations between 

state changes.   From speed negotiation to protocol errors, virtually any logical SAS or SATA event can be defined as the 
trigger event.
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